The teams of the Southern Shore Yacht Club, the Pensacola Yacht Club, and the Southern Yacht Club will arrive this Tuesday on the early morning train and also will bring big delegations. The St. Petersburg contingent arrives this afternoon, and the Pensacola contingent comprises the Southern Yacht Club and the Peebles Yacht Club (Pensacola) and the Yacht Club of Pensacola. Of these three which compose this Southern sailboat class will take place this Saturday afternoon, starting at 2 o'clock, and will be on the waters of the Southern Yacht Club on Lake Pontchartrain.

The teams of the six clubs of the G. Y. C. that have challenged for the magnificent Lipton trophy will send in a team of two crews. The skippers for these teams will draw lots for the boats, at 2 o'clock, on half an hour before the start of the race. All the boats will be built in solid oak, with white sails and built identically alike in every respect, each by two men and intended to be as fast as the other, with no difference whatever between them as to speed. The boats will be the same as was the Lipton boat during the entire contest. No superior sailcraft exists, with the exception of the oarsmen. Each rower has to be in a boat, one on each side of the boat, and not to move his feet. The motor is one of the main parts of the boat, and both boats will be equipped with an electric motor.